theisms, perhaps even juxtaposed monotheisms. 10 What was common was the secret and sacred power (ass), a "non-anthropomorphic form of theism", which was experienced in the course of the rituals of the cult-groups. 11 Verger's model, then, simply placed the oris side by side, and avoided altogether arranging them under the Supreme Deity, as lesser deities, or divinities.
Each of the three models outlined has advantages and disadvantages. The first is strong in terms of the unity and continuity of divine power, something which is certainly felt in Yoruba religion. Moreover it caters for the 'macrocosm' as well as the 'microcosm', to use terms made popular by Robin Horton some years back. 12 There is the strong tendency in this model to take account of theological speculation within the cult-groups in the direction of a more rationalised universalist monotheism. More importantly, for our purpose, it sometimes appears to have the effect of jeopardising the integrity of the individual brish cults by narrowing the true profile of attributes of the bris.t themselves. 13 Thus the microcosm may be sacrificed too much to the interests of the macrocosm. Morton-Williams' revision goes some distance towards correcting the imbalance. It restores an independent position to Onile, the earth goddess, whose cult may well have antedated those of the broisa associated with the sky. It also recognizes the special position of IAsit and Ifa for members of all the cult groups. However it is probably true to say that the 'sky' &riah, e.g. Ogitn and even S~ng6, have also strong links with the earth.14 Verger would doubtless say that all the 3risa cults are really earth cults. 15 Also, If'a and E'siu are not the only brish that offer services to members of other cult-groups. Verger's loose juxtaposition of different cult-groups, linked by the common belief in the power of medicinal substances conveying ask, is attractive in a number of ways: it at least gives the ris~h cults an independent status. Perhaps it over-values the importance of ask, though this does form apparently a widespread feature of the Yoruba cults. 17 Perhaps, too, it under-values the inter-relatedness of the cults and the specialization of particular cult-groups, such as Ifi and Isii. But it has the merit of providing a useful base-line for following up the suggestion put forward by Morton-Williams: namely, to look at the extent to which the oriki and chants of drigsa cults support a given cosmological model: in particular, how often they mention other drisa as well, and also O16run-Ol6duimare, the Supreme Deity, or Onilk, the earth goddess. The assumption is that these oriki and found with these two orisa.) At the time, and afterwards as I studied the text of the oriki and chants, it became plain that Sing6 was himself the object of devotion in his own right, and that Onilk was equally the object of devotion in her cult-group as well. No other &ris& received attention to any great extent. In the case of the S~ng6 festivals, there were references, as we might expect, to Ifa and Ish. There was a comparison of Sing6's power with that of Ogrin, and at the end of one of the festivals, there was an oriki to Yemoja, the goddess of waters, in mythology the mother of Sing6. The purpose of this was, doubtless, to define S~ng6's place in the Urzeit, and to exert a "cooling" effect on rituals which might tend to get dangerously overheated with a "hard" or "hot" deity like S.ng6.
There was however no reference at all to Ol6duimare or to Onile. In the case of the Ogboni ritual, the theme throughout was simply "Hail to the Earth Deity (HPkepea Malel)". There were brief references to Ogrin, S.ing6, S6ponna and Irok6 (a dendromorphic odrisa), that they should not harm cult members of Onile. But there was no reference to Ol6dumare.
The concept of deity reflected in the cult celebrations of these two drisa in Oyo state may perhaps best be described by a term used by Friedrich Heiler, namely subjective theism. 21 However, as other bri s were mentioned in the oriki it is important to go on to qualify the kind of subjective theism of the drtisa in the light of other collections of oriki and chants. First, let us look at Verger's collection, drawn from many different parts of Yorubaland. In this truly great work, 22 Verger studied twenty-six brisa' cults, plus the figure of Ol6run. For nine of these and also for Ol6run he has included no oriki, so these we shall have to leave out of account. Of the remaining eighteen drisa, no fewer than half are themselves the sole objects of devotion, no other brifs4 being mentioned. Such include the oriki addressed to fissi, Oditdiiwi, Ositmare and Yemoja. Seven of the remaining nine have oriki that contain references to between one and three other brisa'. In some cases these are in any case usually associated, and are cited by way of defining the position of the brisat concerned. The seven include Oguin, Orany~n, Osun, Oya and S6p6nna. The last two brisa, Obatalt and Sang6, stand out from the rest in that they are associated with no fewer than eight and twelve other drtisi respectively. These two have clearly a special Another observer of the 3drsh cults who has reported on their festivals in a particular area of Oyo state, is the Austrian Ulli Beier. At i'de between 1952 and 1956 he found that the festivals of three cult groups were no longer observed, nine others he was able to describe. 25 On the whole the festivals were separate, but in one case, dancers from another cult-group played a part in the entertainment. In another case two other brisa were referred to in the oriki verses quoted. In the second town, Ilobu, 26 the aris': cults were similarly separate for the most part. The oriki extract for Erinle, the town's most important brish, was addressed solely to the hunting divinity himself. Oya was, however, seen in association with Sang6, a feature we should expect since she is his consort. Then, in addition to 1sui and Ifit, the (ObatVil), is associated explicitly only with Yemoja and Ifa. In the case of Ogt'n in Ekiti, two ,3risY and also O16run-Ol6duimare are referred to in myths. At Ede, Obittld's festival is clearly associated in well-known myths with four other rtisa and with Ol6duimare. One tutelary divinity, Ori-Oki, at Iragbeji is associated with five other drish&. The Osun festival at Osogbo includes some attention given to seven other 6ri~s but no explicit reference to Ol6dui-mark. Finally, Agemo in Ijebuland stands alone and supreme, having nothing to do with the northern Yoruba 6rish. 32 We have perhaps included enough evidence to see that with more and more material the picture could be continually filled out at some Yoruba Orisa Cults 199 from without, cannot hope to provide an adequate picture. Even the revised model is too static. We can, I believe, go farther than Verger's juxtaposed theisms, by admitting to special forms of Deity, clusters of orish, partial uniformities, but not to any complete cosmological picture. We can speak, with C. A. Long, of monotheism as "an enduring structure of the religious experience itself", 39 but we ought not to begin-as Long and so many others do-from 'above', with the result that a complete metaphysical superstructure is tacitly assumed. Rather we must begin from 'below' with the experience of the brisaN cults themselves; and content ourselves meanwhile with 'open-ended' theisms, clusters, partial configurations and above all different theologies within Yoruba traditional religious cults themselves. Some of these will want to include, and work down from, the Supreme Deity, as a fruit of theological speculation from within, others will proceed in other directions, notably by raising the 3risas to a more and more exalted position.
39 C. A. Long, op.cit., 342.
